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With summer already upon us, Hunter Boot are proud to announce the launch of a new boot specially
designed for travelling. The Original Tour boot combines the iconic Hunter silhouette with a flexible
rubber leg, allowing it to be quickly rolled up and packed into even the smallest of spaces, making it
ideal for packing in the car, in a suitcase, or even in a backpack.
“We believe that our new Original Tour boot will the perfect wellington boot for people of all ages and
interests this summer as its design makes it so versatile and it's also a lot more lightweight, compared
with our other boots. We designed these boots with travel in mind, considering destinations such as
summer festivals and countries with unpredictable weather. Hunter wanted to create a travelling boot that
our customers would love,” a spokesperson for Hunter Boot (http://www.hunter-boot.com/) comments.
The Original Tour boot (http://www.hunter-boot.com/original-tour) weighs 50 grams less than the Original
Tall, making the style much easier to carry around for long periods of time compared to Hunter's
existing range. While the boots have been designed respecting Hunter's high standards of practicality and
comfort, they are also very stylish, as the style comes complete with a leg cuff to retain the shape of
the much loved classic wellington boot (http://www.hunter-boot.com).
The spokesperson for Hunter continues: “We would like to stress that while the Original Tour boot has
been designed with some very specific needs in mind, it still meets our very high standards in terms of
fashion. The Original Tour boot has a comfortable cuff top and a Hunter buckle on the side, and so we're
confident that the Tour maintains its classic good looks, as well as its functionality, wherever you're
travelling to. From Cuba to Cleethorpes, these boots will turn heads.”
This functional yet fashionable boot is available in Hunter’s traditional colours of red, green, navy
and black and is available in sizes 3 – 12. RRP £79.
About Hunter Boot:
Renowned for their fit, comfort, performance, and British design, Hunter Boot Ltd
(http://www.hunter-boot.com/) can trace its origins back to the setting up of the North British Rubber
Company in Scotland in 1856. The Original wellington was first introduced in 1956 and the hand crafted
process of manufacture from 28 individual parts has changed little since. Now offering a wide range of
footwear, accessories and outerwear, Hunter’s original values of quality, durability and style are
embraced by fashionistas and country aficionados alike, in over 30 countries worldwide.
Contact Hunter Boot:
Nina West, Junior Marketing Executive
nina.west@hunter-boot.com
0207 307 9869
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